
Wireless Reflex Set
SKU: TETRIPODBTSET

A reflex holder for smartphones with a tripod. For a safe and perfect grip when taking
pictures, even one-handed

LIKE A CAMERA

The SBS Wireless Reflex Set is equipped with a practical button on the upper part of the cover like a camera. This way you
don't have to touch your screen every time you want to take a picture.

PERFECT GRIP

With the Wireless Reflex Set, you can turn your smartphone into a reflex camera. Taking pictures and selfies during a trip has
never been easier. Thanks to this  practical holder , you will always have a  perfect grip  on your smartphone no matter what
the shot. Easily take photos of places and monuments without worrying about your smartphone slipping or taking blurry unfocused
shots.

SHOOT EVEN FROM A DISTANCE

The button can be detached to become a small wireless remote control that's perfect for taking photos from up to 10 meters
away. This allows you to take full advantage of the screw-turn tripod. It saves you time when positioning your smartphone and
you'll always get a steady shot, even from a distance.  In addition, its rubber feet keep the tripod from slipping on wet surfaces.

READILY PORTABLE

Measuring only 20cm, you can easily carry this tripod along with you at all times in your handbag or backpack .

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES:



the button on the handle lets you take pictures just like a camera
the high quality plastic holder affords an optimal grip on your smartphone
the button on it can be detached to become a wireless remote control with a range of up to 10m
the screw-turn tripod with rubber feet provides excellent stability on any flat surface

WHAT'S INCLUDED:

holder
tripod
wireless remote control
instruction manual for wireless remote control



Wireless Reflex Set
SKU: TETRIPODBTSET

Technical data
Legs length: 7 cm  
Maximum width: 88 mm  
Minimum width: 56 mm  
Material: ABS, Plastic  
Suited for: Smartphone up to 6.5''  
Technology: Wireless 3.0  
Included accessories: Battery CR2016, Remote control  
EAN: 8018417320651  
SKU: TETRIPODBTSET  
Weight: 98 g  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 60 mm  
Width Pack: 90 mm  
Depth Inner: 360 mm  
Height Pack: 250 mm  
Weight Pack: 200 g  
Width Inner: 100 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 550 mm  
Height Inner: 280 mm  
Weight Inner: 1360 g  
Width Master: 390 mm  
Amount Master: 30  
Height Master: 290 mm  
Weight Master: 7570 g  
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